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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space, and A a maximal monotone operator on H with 
domain D(A) and range R(A). Work by Rockafellar [9] and BrCzis and Lions [3] 
has inspired recent investigation into convergence of the resolvent iteration 
(RI) x,,EH; x ?z = (I + &4-l X,-l for n 3 1 
when 0 E R(A), where {&} is a sequence of positive reals satisfying C h, = + 00. 
While this hypothesis on (A,} is in general not sufficient o guarantee even the 
weak convergence of {xJ, it is noted in [3] that C h, = + co does ensure the 
weak convergence of the sequence of weighted averages 
z, := 5 A& Ai . 
i=l i=l 
(1) 
Here we examine several different extensions of (RI) involving more than one 
maximal monotone operator and containing both forward and backward steps. 
In each case, the general result is the weak convergence of {z,} to a zero of the 
sum of the given operators. 
Previous extensions of (RI) to multioperator schemes have revolved around 
the assumption that A and B have a common zero [2, 81. In the present situation, 
neither A nor B need even have a zero: of importance is whether or not their 
sum does. 
Although the theorems to be given hold for any finite number of operators, 
they are stated most succinctly when only two are considered. Section 2, there- 
fore, is dedicated to the study of ergodic convergence for the prototypical 
extensions of (RI) to the two-operator case. In Section 3, ergodic theorems on 
iterations involving permutations of several maximal monotone operators are 
presented. Two situations in which strong convergence of the iterates occurs are 
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presented in Section 4. Applications to the solution of variational inequalities are 
discussed in Section 5. 
2. EXTENSIONS OF (RI) TO Two OPERATORS 
In this section, A and B are maximal monotone operators on H with maximal 
monotone sum A + B. {h,} C (0, + oo). We first study a scheme consisting of a 
double backward step in the calculation of each iterate: 
W x,EH; 
x, = (I + h,B)-l (I + h,A)-l x,-l for72 > 1. 
As with (RI), continuation of the iteration is assured by maximal monotonicity 
of A and B. 
THEOREM 1. Let {zn} be the sequence of weighted averages determined by (BB) 
and (l), and let {X,} E Z2\Z1. Then either (i) 11 z, (1 + +OO, in which case 
0 4 R(A + B); or (ii) (a%} converges weakly to a zero of A + B. 
The second scheme consists of a backward step composed with a forward 
step, under the additional assumption that D(B) C D(A) (to guarantee existence 
of iterates): 
VW x1 E W); 
x,+1 = (I+ UV1 (xn - &nJ, w,~Ax,, for n > 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let (zn} be given by (BF) and (l), and let {&I E Z2\Z1. Assume 
further that {wn} occuring in (BF) is bounded. Then either (i) 11 z, II+ + co and 
0 $ R(A + B); or (ii) {zn} converges weakly to a zero of A + B. 
For the proofs, we will need a lemma which is a special case of orthogonality 
arguments used in [I]. 
LEMMA 1. Let {h,} be a nonsummable sequence of positive reab, and {x,} 
any sequence in H, with weighted averages (zn} given by (1). Assume there exists a 
nonempty closed convex subset F of H such that (i) weak subsequentiaal limits of {z,,} 
lie in F; and (ii) lim, /I x, -f 11 exists for all f E F. Then (x,> converges weakly 
to an element of F. 
Proof. Let fi and fi b e arbitrary elements of F. By convexity, +(fr + fz) E F. 
We compute 
/I x, -- -llSn-fi~l~+/I~/~+(x,-fi,fi-fe). fi + fi 2 2 !I 
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By (ii), the limits of the norm terms exist. Thus lim,(x, ---jr ,fr -fi) = 1 
exists, and is equal to lim,(z, - fr ,fr - fa), since C X, = + co. 
If a1 and ua are two weak subsequential imits of {an>, then (ur - jr , fr - fa) = 
I= (u2 - fl ,fl - fd, so (ul - uz , fi - fJ = 0 ‘?fl , fi E F. Using (9 and 
choosing fi = ul , fi = u2 , we see Ij ur - ~a iI2 = 0. {x,} is thus a weakly 
precompact sequence with a unique weak subsequential limit. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is enough to show that hypotheses (i) and (ii) of 
Lemma 1 hold, with F = (A + B)-l0. Denote yn := (I + X&l-l x,-r for 
n > 1, so that &‘(x,-, - y,J E Ayn and &‘(y, - x,) E Bx, . Let u be an 
arbitrary element in D(A + B), with or E Au and 21~ E Bu. From monotonicity 
of A and B, respectively, one obtains 
11X,-l - ul12 - llyn - ul12 > ll~,~l - Ynl12 + aL(531 ,Yn - 4 (2) 
and 
II Yn - u II2 - II x, - u /I2 > IIYn - xn /I2 + 2&d% 9 xn - 4 (3) 
Adding (2) and (3), and subtracting positive quantities from the right-hand side, 
II k1 - u II2 - II x, - 24 II2 24474 + u2 , x, - 4 - An2 II vl i12. (4) 
Set v = V, + v2 and s, = CE=“=, /\,, . Summing (4) from n = 1 to m and dividing 
by s, gives 
Let u = weak-limmr zmK. If m tends to infinity through {m,}, then from 
hypotheses on {h,} one sees 
0 > (v, u - u). (5) 
Since [u, w] is an arbitrary element of the maximal monotone A + B, we conclude 
that 0 E (A + B) (u). Thus (i) of Lemma 1 holds. 
Returning to (4) and choosing u = f E F leads to /I x,-r - f II2 - /I x, - f lj2 
> -X,2 11 v lj2, where v E Af n (-Bf). Summing from n = K -k 1 to m, 
/I xk -f /I2 > 11 3, -fll”- f h,2j/tq. 
n=k+l 
Since {hlE} E Z2, we may let m, then k, tend to cc in (6) to get lim inf, /j xk - f 112 >
lim supm 11 x, - f l12. This yields (ii) of Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Again, let u in D(A -t II), 7.+ E z4u, and v2 E Bu be 
arbitrary. Monotonicity of A implies 
(wn - 2’1 ,x, - 4 > 0, 
while monotonicity of B leads to 
(7) 
II XT2 - u II2 - II %a+1 - 24 II2 2 II XT2 - x,+1 II2 + 2U% + v2 , x,+1 - 4. (8) 
Through (7), (8) reduces to 
II x, - 21 II2 - II x,+1 - 24 II2 2&(74 x, - u) - An2 II w, + v2 /12, (9) 
with v = z’i + v2 . Since {wn} is assumed bounded, we may finish the proof as 
for Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. In (BB), maximal monotonicity of both A and B is required 
only to ensure continuation of the iteration. In (BF), this is accomplished by 
means of the assumption that D(B) C D(A). Hence Theorem 2 holds when A 
is merely monotone, as long as A + B is maximal monotone. 
Remark 2. In [3], it is shown that if A = rotation by 42 in [w2 and {X,} E 
Z2\Z1, one does not obtain even weak convergence of (RI). Using this A and taking 
B = 0 provides an example showing that one cannot expect weak convergence 
of {xn} generated by general (BB). 
3. MULTIOPERATOR ITERATIONS 
Theorems 1 and 2 may be expanded using the same proof schema. Another 
feature appears in these larger schemes: it is not necessary to reapply the opera- 
tors in the same order each time. They may be shuffled arbitrarily, as long as each 
is used once in each iteration. 
The extension of (BB) to an N-fold backward scheme is treated in 
THEOREM 3. Let (Ai: 1 < i < NJ be a collection of maximal monotone 
operatorssuch thatx:, Aiismaximulmonotone.Letp,: {1,2,..., N}+(l, 2,..., N}
be a permutation of the$rst N integers for each n > 1, and define {xn} by 
x,EH; 
(BN) x, = fi (I + &A9nCi))-l x,pl forna 1. (10) 
i=l 
Let {xJ be prescribed by (1). If {h,} E 12\11, then either (i) \j a, (I+ +cr, and 
0 $ R(zL, A”); or (ii) {.a,) converges weakly to a xe-ro of r:, Ai. 
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In the proof, we will need 
LEMMA 2. Let (a,, a, ,..., uN} and {bl ,..., bN} be subsets of H. Then for any 
CEH, 
(11) 
The proof is by induction. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider the step from x,-r to x, . For ease of notation, 
let yK = J$=, (I + X,A”n(i))-l x,-i for k = l,..., N noting that yN = x, and 
defining yO = x,-i . (We suppress dependence of yk on n.) Let u be arbitrary in 
O(CE1 A”), with zli E A% also arbitrary and z, = CE, zli .Definition of yk gives 
A;l(Yk-l - Yk) E A pJk)yk for 1 < k < N. We can proceed, using monotonicity, 
elimination of nonnegative terms, and summation from k = 1 to N, to: 
I/X,-l  u II2 - II x72 - u 11’ > 2 !/ yk-1 - yk I/’ + 2h, 2 (%,(k) , yk - u). (12) 
k=l k=l 
Combining (12) and Lemma 2 (applied with ak = yk , b, = &v~,(~) , and c = u) 
yields 
II *n-1 - u /I2 - II %z - u II2 
(13) 
2 II Yo - Yl II2 + %2(74 xn - 
Deleting the first erm on the right and noting that the third is bounded by 
An2N2 (bound on II V$ 11)2, we may finish the argument as for Theorem 1 from (5). 
Q.E.D. 
This result may be applied to show that one can use the various Ai almost at 
random, subject only to the condition that there be a uniform upper bound on 
the number of substeps required to use all the Ai’s. 
By similar arguments, (BF) can be extended to the scheme 
X,A’nci))-’ (xla - h,w& 
w, E A’,(l)x, forn > 1. 
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THEOREM 4. Let (Ai: 1 < i < N) andp, be as in Theorem 3. Let (zJ be given 
by (I?“‘-IF) and (1). Assume that D(ApncN)) C D(AP~+I(~)) for al2 n 3 1, and that 
(w,} is bounded. If (h,} E 12\11, then the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds. 
Remark 3. The proof of Theorem 4 actually extends to allow the forward 
step to occur at any point in each iteration. The average is then taken not from 
{x,J, but from the sequence of values to which the forward steps are applied. 
4. STRONG CONVERGENCE 
In two situations where the operators are well conditioned, we have obtained 
strong convergence of (BB). 
THEOREM 5. Let A and B be maximal monotone with maximal monotone sum. 
Consider (BB) with (X,} E 12\11, and assume either (i) B is strongly monotone, i.e., 
3~>O:(Bx-~y,x-y)>,~~~x-y~/[2Vx,y~D(B);or(ii)(A+B)-~Ohas 
nonempty interior. Then {xn} converges strongly to a zero of A + B. 
Proof. (i) ’ Strong monotonicity of B implies strong monotonicity of A + B, 
hence the existence of a unique zero f. Let w E Af n (-Bf ). Taking the place of 
(3) in this context is 
IIYn -f II2 - II %z -f II2 3 II Yn - XT& /I2 + 2w-9 % -f) +B Ii% -f II219 
with a corresponding change of (4) to 
II X,-l -f /I2 - II xn -f II2 -ha2 II v II2 + w, II x?l -f l12. (14) 
(X,) E 12\1’ implies x, + f. 
(ii) We begin by noting that Int (A + B)-l 0 # o implies Int D(A) # G? . 
Since every monotone operator is locally bounded in the interior of its domain, 
one can combine these considerations to infer the existence off0 E (A + B)-l 0 
and 6 > 0 such that f. + Sh E (A + B)-l 0 whenever Ij h jj < 1 and, if 
zlh E A(f, + 6h) I-J (-B(fo + Sh)), then jl vh 11 < 1M Vh. Proceeding as in the 
argument for Theorem 1, with yn indicating the intermediate value for each 
iteration, one obtains inequalities corresponding to (2) and (3), with u = f. + Sh, 
wl = vuh , and v2 = -vh . Addition and simplification i the current case yields 
II x,-l -fo II2 - II x, -fo II2 2%~ - x, ,h) - An2 II VT, II’. 
Using the bound on 1) oh 1) and summing (15) leads to 
(15) 
PV1 [II %I - fo II2 - II % -fo II2 + i h2M2 > (xm - x, , h) 
i=m+l I 
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whenever m < n, for every h with j/ h // < 1. Thus 
Therefore (x,} is Cauchy. Theorem 1 places the limit in (A + B)-10. 
Q.E.D. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Let 9): H-(-co, +oo] b e a lower semicontinuous, proper convex function 
with subdifferential ~. Let A be monotone, with D(A) r\ D(+) # 0, and let 
g be an arbitrary element of H. x0 E D(A) n O(+J) is a solution of the variational 
inequality associated with A, av, and g if there exists ws E Ax, such that 
(WrJ-g,u-- x0>a 9J(%J - du> for all u E D(A). (16) 
(See Browder [4,5] and Bruck [6,7] for backg round on variational inequalities.) 
Three particular choices for A, aq, and g which we bear in mind are: 
(a) A = a& , the subdifferential ofthe indicator function of the closed convex 
set C, and g = 0; (b) a’p = al, and g = 0, the main case treated in [6, 71; and 
(c) A = I - T, a’p = Xc, and g = 0. 
Remark 3. (i) If g G (A + av) x, then x is a solution of (16). (ii) Solutions 
of (16) in case (a) above are minimum points for v constrained to C; (iii) Solutions 
x0 of (16) in case (c) satisfy x0 = Proj, TX, , hence can be viewed as approxima- 
tions in C to fixed points of T. 
The indicator function assumes importance when using (BB) or (BF) because, 
for any X > 0, the resolvent (I + X&)-l is the projection operator of H onto C. 
Using (I + X&)-1 for the final backward step thus gives us iterates in C. 
In the present context, Remark 3(i) suggests that (BB) appear as 
(17) 
Similar adaptation of (BF) yields 
Xl E WV 
(18) 
X R+l = (I+ wd-l(xn - A, (wn -gh n>, 1, 
where D(aq) C D(A) is assumed to ensure continuation. (Or we could use 
(BV), ending each iteration with a projection onto a closed convex subset of 
D(A).) While either (17) or (18) may be used, Corollary 1 is directed toward the 
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use of (18) in solving (16), to permit alleviation of the assumption of maximal 
monotonicity on A. 
COROLEARY 1. Let g E R(A + 39). Assume that in (18), {wn} is bounded and 
{h,} is in Z2\Z1. Let {z,J be determined by (18) and (1). If A + &p is maximal mono- 
tone, then {xla} converges weakly to a solution of the variational inequality. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 and Remark 1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1 of [7] is thus extended to general subdifferentials L$ for which 
A + ap, is maximal monotone. 
Additionally, Theorems 3 and 4 can be adapted for the iterative solution of 
variational problems involving several operators. 
Note added in proof. The author has learned that the special case of Theorem 1 where 
B is the indicator function of a closed convex set was proved by P. L. Lions in “Une 
methode iterative de resolution d’une inequation variationelle,” Israel J. Math. 31 (1978), 
204-208. 
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